
How a Charitable Remainder
Annuity Trust Works

The donor transfers an asset to the trustee of the charitable remainder annuity trust (CRAT)
and receives a fixed dollar amount for each year thereafter.  A current income tax deduction is
also available.

When the donor or other named beneficiary dies or the trust term ends, the remaining trust
assets pass to one or more designated charities.

DONOR CRAT

● Transfers asset to CRAT.
● Receives fixed dollar

amount each year.1

● Receives income tax
deduction.2

● Trustee sells asset and
reinvests for greater
return.

● Pays no capital gain tax
on the appreciation at the
time of sale.

● Trustee pays fixed dollar
amount yearly.

After the beneficiary is
deceased, remaining trust
assets pass to the charity.3

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION

● Receives any assets remaining in
the trust when the beneficiary is
deceased.

1 The annual annuity payout is taxed under a four-tier system.  Generally speaking, ordinary income is paid first, followed by
capital-gain, other income, and trust principal.

2 The income tax deduction is based on a government determined applicable federal rate and may have to be spread over
more than one year, if it exceeds certain percentage of income limitations.

3 If a surviving spouse “elects” to claim a part of a deceased spouse’s estate, the income and estate tax benefits of a CRAT may
be lost.
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Disclosure Notice
 

The information that follows is intended to serve as a basis for further discussion with your
financial, legal, tax and/or accounting advisors. It is not a substitute for competent advice
from these advisors. The actual application of some of these concepts may be the practice of
law and is the proper responsibility of your attorney. The application of other concepts may
require the guidance of a tax or accounting advisor. The company or companies listed below
are not authorized to practice law or to provide legal, tax, or accounting advice.

Although great effort has been taken to provide accurate data and explanations, and while
the sources are deemed reliable, the information that follows should not be relied upon for
preparing tax returns or making investment decisions. This information has neither been
audited by nor verified by the company, or companies, listed below and is therefore not
guaranteed by them as to its accuracy.

If a numerical analysis is shown, the results are neither guarantees nor projections, and
actual results may differ significantly. Any assumptions as to interest rates, rates of
return, inflation, or other values are hypothetical and for illustrative purposes only.
Rates of return shown are not indicative of any particular investment, and will vary over
time. Any reference to past performance is not indicative of future results and should
not be taken as a guaranteed projection of actual returns from any recommended
investment.
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